Abstract. In this paper the author proves existence and uniqueness of the initial-Dirichlet problem for the heat equation in a cylindrical domain D x (0, oo) where D is a bounded smooth domain in Rn with zero lateral values. A unique representation of the strong solution is given in terms of measures p. on D and k on dD. We also show that the strong solution u(x, t) of the heat equation in a cylinder converges a.e. xq e dD x {0} as (x, t) converges to points on 3D x {0} along certain nontangential paths.
Introduction
The existence and uniqueness of the initial-Dirichlet problem for the heat equation in a cylindrical domain D x (0, T) subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions u\dDx^,T) = 0 where D is a bounded smooth domain in R" have been studied by a large number of researchers. (See [F, LSU, FGS] .)
In this paper, by following the argument of Dahlberg and Kenig [DK2] , I prove the existence and uniqueness of the nonnegative strong solution of the initial Dirichlet problem (IDP) for the heat equation in a cylinder D x (0, co), D £ C°° , with Dirichlet boundary condition «aox(o,oo) = 0 • In fact I show that corresponding to each nonnegative strong solution u(x, t) of IDP, there exists a pair of measures p on D and X on dD such that u(x,t)= [ G(X,t;Q,0)dp(Q) Jd + [ -^-(x,t;Q,0) 
dX(Q)
JdD OHq where G(x, t; Q, s) is the Green function for the heat equation and d/dNQ is the derivative in the direction of the inward normal at Q.
I also find that the strong solution u(x, t) of the heat equation in a cylinder converges a.e. xo £ dD x {0} as (x, t) converges to points on dD x {0} along certain nontangential path. In fact I prove that where Yß(x0) = {(x',x", t) £ D x (0, T) : \x'\ < Cxn, x" = ßt3/2}, x = (x', x") is the local coordinate of the point x with respect to the local coordinate system at xn with origin at xn and with the plane {xn = 0} tangent to dD at xo, and |£ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of dX with respect to the surface measure do on dD.
While the existence of Fatou type limit on the lateral surface and bottom of a cylinder has been investigated by Fabes, Garofalo, and Salsa [FGS] , Fabes and Salsa [FS] in the case of nondegenerate parabolic equation, and by Kemper [K] in the case of heat equation, nothing is known about the behaviour of the solution u(x, t) as (x, t) tends to dD x {0}. My result is entirely new. I have also shown that the index \ appearing in the definition of Yß(xo) is essentially sharp.
By using the argument of M. Grüter and K. O. Widman [GW] , we will establish various estimates for the Green's function of the heat equation in D x (0, co) in §1. (The author was informed by Professor Russell Brown that similar estimates were obtained by E. B. Davies [D] using logarithmic Sobolev inequalities.) In subsection 2.1, we will show that any strong solution u of the (IDP) has a trace p on D and a trace X on dD with JxeDô(x)dp(x) < co, Sq&d dX(Q) < co, S(x) = dist(x, dD) and Vf/ eC°°(Rn), n\dD = 0, lim/ u(x,t)n(x)dx = \ ndp+ / T-rTdX '-oyD JD JödON following the same line of proof as [DK2] . In subsection 2.3, we will prove some priori estimates for the strong solutions u of the (IDP) of the heat equation in a cylinder. In subsection 2.4, we will use the methods in [JK] , [K] and [FGS] to prove the convergence a.e. on dDx {0} of u(x, t) as (x, t) -> (Qo, 0) £ dD x {0} along the nontangential paths Yß(Q0) by assuming the everywhere convergence a.e. of the solution u of the heat equation at the corner points dD x {0} with initial trace (dp, dX) = (0, da) where da is the surface measure on dD along these nontangential paths.
And in subsection 2.5, we will finish the proof by proving the everywhere convergence of such solution u along Tß(Qo) = {(Q, s) = (Q',Qn,s)£ R"~x xR+xR-: \Q'\<MQn, Q"=ß (-sfl2<a} for all corner points (Qo, 0) £ dD x {0} by using layer potential method. Finally in subsection 2.6 we will show that the index | on í in the definition of the nontangential cones at corner points are essentially sharp.
Estimates for the Green function
In this section we will establish various estimates on G(x, t; Q, s) the Green kernel of the heat equation in D x (0, oo) following basically the line of proofs of [GW] for the estimates on the Green's function for the Laplacian. We will start with a lemma. Lemma 1.1. Let Ur be a solution of the heat equation in DRx(0, (2R)2) where DR = 73(0, 2R)\B(0, R) with boundary value given by <f>(x/2R, t/(2R)2) where License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4> £ C°°(dp(Dx x (0, cx)))) with ( (p(x,t) = 0 for(x,t)£dB(0, l)x[0, 1)U(73(0, 1)\t3(0, 1/2)) x{0}, \<f>(x,t) = 0 for(x,t)£dB(0, 1/2) x (1/2, 1), and 0 < (j) < 1. Then C \\VXUR(X, 0lli.=»(7)/ix(0>(27?)2)) < ^ < °°f or some constant C > 0 independent of R.
Proof. The lemma follows from the boundary Schauder's estimate. (See [F, p. 65, Theorem 6].) for some constant C > 0 independent of R. Lemma 1.3. For 0 < s < t < T, T > 0, we have (i) G(P,t;Q,s)< ^L^-^-ôl2/^), P, Q £ D,
where d/dNQ is the derivative in the direction of the normal to dD at the point Q£dD, S(P) = dist (F, dD) , and C is a constant independent of P, Q, t, s.
Proof, (i) is proved in [LSU] . To prove (ii), note that since D is smooth, dD satisfies the exterior sphere condition, i.e. there exists a positive constant h > 0 such that for each x £ dD, V0<r</î, there exists x0 £ Dc such that B(x0, r)nD = {jc}.
Case 1. S(P) > h .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then 1<Ô(P)<Ô(P) (t-s)x'2 <c Ô(P)
So by (i)
Case 3. S(P) < h and Ô(P) < (t -s)x'2/4 < h . We fix P* £ dD with \P -P*\ = S(P) and set R = (t -s)x'2/4. Since D satisfies the exterior sphere condition, there exists a Pq £ Dc such that B(P0, R) C\ D = {P*} . We may also assume without loss of generality that
)\B(P0, R). Then (P, t) £ Qr n D x (0, oo) and for any (P1, f) £ Q£ n D x (0, oo),
If (a) holds, then R < \P -Q|/8, so
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use i|2/
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If (b) holds, then \P -Q\2/(t -s) < 4 => tr^-OIVC-') > e-*c' Therefore
In both cases, we have
If Hr(P' , t') = uR(P' -P0,f-(t-(2R)2)), (F ,t' )£QrR where uR is as in Corollary 5.2, then since (G(P',t';Q,s) = 0 \ üR(P',t')>0, V(P',t')£dDx[t-(2R)2,t)nQiR and G(P', t';Q,s)< C^-i^e-'I'-ei2/«'-ür(P' ,0 = 1, V(F', 0 e dpQ'R nF> x (0, co), by applying the maximum principle to the functions G(.,.;Q,5) and C^-^e-^-QI2/*'-^ • , •)
in the region Q« n D x (0, oo) we have:
G(P,t;Q,s)< C l e-c\p-®2H'-*üR(P, t) since (P, t) £ Q£ n D x (0, oo).
pp* where d/dlp-is the derivative in the direction PP* and P is some point on
(by Corollary 1.2)
Case 4. Ô(P) < h and Ô(P) <h<4h<(ts)1/2
We fix P* £ dD as before and set R = h . Since now R = h<(ts)xl2/4, the same arguments as in Case 3 imply G(P, t; Q, 5) < C{t_ls)n/2e-^p-®2^ÜR(P, t)
Proof of (Hi). The proof of (hi) is analogous to the proof of (ii).
(iv) follows from (hi) by dividing both sides of (hi) by S(Q) and then letting Q->Qo£dD along the normal to dD at Q0 . Corollary 1.4. The following is true:
for all 0 < s < t < T (for any fixed T > 0), P, Q £ D, and C is a constant depending only on T > 0.
Proof. Case 1. S(Q) < (t -5)1/2 .
Apply Schauder interior estimate to the function G(P, t, -, • ) in the cylinder Q'R = B(Q, R) x (5, 5 + R2) with R = S(Q)/2. We get Mi = 1,...,« , f §(p'i;e^^< C sup C7 (F,i;Q',5') <C sup iWiÖl.-^-ß'l2/^') Now for any (Q, 5') € Q'R ,
> l(t-s) 4 Let Q* be a point on dD such that \Q -Q*\ = ¿(Q). Then W)<IQ'-Q1<IQ'-QI + IQ-Q*I <5*(ß) + *(ß) = ^P. 
since e-^-ö'l /(<-*) < l . In both cases we have
Combining the above inequalities we have
The proof is the same as in Case 1 except that we apply the Schauder interior estimate to G(P, t; • , •) in Q'R = 73(ß, R) x (s, s + R2) with R = (t -s)xl2/2, and use (ii) of Lemma 1.3 to control G(P,t;Q',S'), (Q',s')£Q'R.
The proof of (ii) and (hi) is similar to the proof of (i). We omit the details.
2. The heat equation in a cylinder 2.1. The initial Dirichlet problem. In this subsection we will follow the argument in [DK2] to prove that all strong solutions u(x, t) are in one-to-one correspondence with suitable pairs of measures p on D and X on dD. We will also show that any strong solution u has an explicit representation given by u(x,t)= [ G(x,t;Q,0)dp(Q)+ f ^r(x,t;Q,0)dX (Q) where d/dNg is the derivative in the direction of the inward normal Nq at Q£dD.
We will start with some definitions and results of [DK2] . We say that u is a strong solution of the initial Dirichlet problem ( Proof. The proof is contained in the proof of Lemma 2.12 of [DK1] .
Let « be a strong solution of the (IDP) and let w = Gu. Then dw/dt = -u < 0 (see (2.25) of [DK1] ) and hence lim,^0 w(x, f) exists for each x £ D .
Lemma 2.1.2 (Pierre's maximum principle). Let ux, u2 be two strong solutions of the (IDP) in Dx(0, oo). Suppose that u2 £ C(Dx[0, oo)) and that w¡ = Gu¡ verify lim^o î^i (x, t) > limr_0 w2(x, t). Then wx (x, t) > w2(x, t).
Proof. Same as the proof of Lemma 3 of [DK2] .
Lemma 2.1.3. Let u be a strong solution of the (IDP) in D x (0, oo) and w = Gu. Then there exists Xo £ D such that limi_>o w(xo, t) < oo.
Proof. Suppose that limt^ow(x, t) = oo Vx £ D . We claim that this implies that w(x, t) = oo Vx £ D, t > 0. In order to prove the claim we first note that Lemma 2.1.2 implies that
where Uf is the solution of Auf = dtu¡ in D x (0, oo) with initial data Uf(x, 0) = f(x), Vx £ D and boundary data w/}oOx(0,oo) = 0. Proof. The proof follows the argument used in the proof of Lemma 6 in [DK2] .
Theorem 2.1.5. Let u be a strong solution of the (IDP). Then there is a positive Borel measure p on D with JDS(x)dp(x) < oo and a positive Borel measure X on dD with JdD dX < oo such that whenever n e C°°(Rn), n\dD = 0, we have lim / u(x, t)n(x) dx = / ndp+ / wrfdX <^°Jd Jd JdDvW where d/dN is the derivative in the direction of the inward normal N.
Proof. Let h(x) = lim,_0 ii;(x, f) ■ By Lemma 6.1.4, JDh(x)dx < oo . Hence h is superharmonic in D and we can use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7 in [DK2] to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1.5.
Theorem 2.1.6 (Uniqueness). Suppose ux and u2 are two strong solutions of the (IDP) and that
Then ux =u2.
Proof. The same as the proof of Theorem 8 of [DK2] .
We need one more lemma whose proof is not hard.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let G(x, t; Q, s) be the Green kernel for the heat equation and n£C°°(R"),
for some constant C independent of Q £ D and 0 < t < 1 where S(Q) = dist(Q,dF>).
Theorem 2.1.8 (Existence). Given a pair of measures p on D and X on dD with p > 0, X > 0, JDS(x)dp(x) < oo, JdD dX < oo, there is a unique strong solution u of the (IDP) such that for n £ C°°(Rn), n\dD = 0, we have
icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where d/dN is the derivative in the direction of the inward normal N. In fact u(x, t) is given explicitly by u(x,t)= f G(x,t;Q,0)dp
where G(x, t; Q, s) is the Green kernel for the heat equation.
Proof. Let ux(x,t)= / G(x, t;Q,0)dp(Q),
By the uniqueness theorem, it suffices to show that both ux and u2 are strong solutions of (IDP) and that ux+u2 has initial trace p on D and X on dD.
Clearly both ux and u2 are continuous, nonnegative functions on D x (0, oo).
Since I / G(x, t ; Q, 0) dp
1SmJDS(Q)dp(Q) < AxG(x,t;Q,0)ip(x,t) dG dt (x,t;Q,0)y/(x,t) dxdt) dp(Q)
Jd dp(Q) ,tx) and (ii): ux has trace p on D, 0 on dD, and u2 has trace 0 on D, X on dD.
Proof of (i).
ux(x,t)= [ G(x,t;Q,0)dp(Q)
S(Q)dp(Q).
e-c\x-Q\ It for 0 < í < F for any T > 0. The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem then implies that «i(x, /) -> 0 as (x, t) -» (Q0, tx), Q0£dD, tx>0. That is, lim ux(x, t) = 0 VQo£dD, tx >0. (Jc, ii) Similarly u2(x, i)-»0 as (x, /) -» (Q0, tx), VQ0 £ dD, tx > 0. Hence ux and u2 are both strong solutions of the (IDP).
Proof of (ii). By Fubini's theorem for any n £ C°°(R"), n\aD = 0, [ ux(x, t) n(x)dx= [ G(x,t;Q,0)dp(Q)n(x)dx
JQ^D \JxeD / -> / ndp by Lemma 1.7.
Joed
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jQedD oiVß 2.2. A priori estimate. For any point S £ dD, there exists a local C°° space coordinate system <ps : R" -> R at S, i.e., there exists r0 > 0 such that (S,r0) and with the {Q" = 0} plane being tangential to dD at S and the origin of the local space coordinate system is at S, i.e., S = (0, 0) in the local space coordinate at S. Since dD £ C°°, dD satisfies the interior cone condition at 5 = (0, 0), i.e., there exists M > 0, a > 0, such that T(S) = {Q = (Q, Q") : \Q'\ <MQn, 0 < Qn < a} c D where (Q1, Qn) is the local space coordinate of Q with respect to the coordinate system (S, fa).
We define the nontangential approach to (S, 0) £ dD x {0} in D x (0, oo) to be the space time cone rp(S) = {(Q, 0 = (Q! ,Qn,t)£Rn-xxR+xR+:
where (Q, Q") is the local space coordinate of Q with respect to the coordinate system (5, fa).
Note that we can choose M and a such that they are independent of (bs and S £ dD but depend only on dD and ro .
Lemma 2.2.1. Va > 0, a > 0, there exists Ca = C(a, a) > 0 such that e-a\x-z\2/t < Cae-a\x\2/(2t) VX £ P" , t>0, \z\ < aVt.
Lemma 2.2.2. Fix an S £ dD and let <f> = fa : R"~x -> R be the C°° local coordinate system associated with S as described at the beginning of this section, i.e. there exists ro > 0 such that DnB(S, r0) = {Q = (Q', Q") : Q! £ R"~x ,QneR,Qn> fa(Q')} nB (S,r0) , dDHB(S, r0) = {Q = (ß\ Qn) : Q' £ Rn~x ,Q"£R,Q" = fa(Q')} nB (S,r0) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use <C'M(dX)(Qo) V(x,t)£Yß(Qo), Q0£dD.
2.3. A Fatou theorem for the comer points of a cylinder. In this subsection we will prove the convergence a.e. on dD x {0} of the strong solution u(x, t) of the heat equation in a cylinder as (x, t) -* (Q0, 0) £ dD x {0} along the space time cone T^(Qo) as defined in subsection 2.2 by assuming the everywhere convergence of the solution ïï of the heat equation at the corner points dDx{0} with initial trace (dp, dX) = (0, da) (where da is the surface measure on dD) along these nontangential paths. We will use the same notation as in subsection 2.2 throughout this subsection. Then for all (x, t) £Yß(Qo), ui(x,t)= í G(x,t;Q,0)dp(Q)+ Í G(x, t; Q, O)dp(Q) JEcrnD Je, <C[ S-^ße-^-^'dp(Q) S(Q)dp(Q)^0 asr^O since Jß(5iro)nD^(ß)^(ß) < ¡D°(Q)dp ( Proof. Write dX = f do + dvs where dus _L da . We will assume from now on that (x, t) £ Yß(Qo) in the proof. Now since dvs _L da , lim-^ / \dus\(Q) = 0 a.e.Q0£dD. where dX/da is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of dX with respect to the surface measure da on dD and Yß(Q0) is as defined in subsection 2.2.
Proof. By Theorems 2.1.5, 2.1.6, 2.1.8, u(x, t) = ux(x, t) + u2(x, t) where «i(jc,i)= / G(x,t;Q,0)dp(Q), ' d\a¡> for a.e. Q0£dD.
A Fatou theorem for the solution with initial trace (0, da).
We will start this section with a definition. We let Tß(Qo) = {(Q, 5) = (Q ,Qn,s)£ R"~x x R+ x R-: \Q'\ < MQn , Qn = ß(s)V2 < a} where Qo £ dD and Q = (Q', Qn) is the local space coordinate of Q e D with respect to the coordinate system <p = 4>q0 at Qo as defined in subsection 2.2, a is the constant defined in the beginning of subsection 2.2, and M is the Lipschitz constant for dD. The main result of this section is the following theorem. Before proving the theorem we would like to assume without loss of generality that Qo = 0 and tf> is the local coordinate system at Q0 = 0 with V</>(0) = 0, <p£CZ°(R"-x).
We first note that if D' is the image of D under the transformation (x', x" ) -» (x1, x'n) with x'n = xn -4>(x'), x = (x', x") £ D being the local coordinate of x with respect to (0,0), and if u((x', x'"), t) = u((x', x'n + (p(x')), t), (x', x'") £D', then
where a¡j(x') = ôu, aXj(x') = ajX = -dcj)/dxj, i, ; = 1,... , n -1, ann = 1 + \Vxi(f>(x')\2. It is not hard to see that A(x') = (a,,) is a uniformly elliptic matrix with the eigenvalues bounded above and below by positive constants independent of x', V(x', x") £ D', and depends on dD only.
If G(x, t ; y, t) = G((x', x"), t ; (y', y"), t) is the Green's function for the heat equation A -dt = 0 in D x (-co, oo), then G((x',x'n),t; (y1, y'n), x) = G((x', x'" + <t>(x')),t;(y',y'" + 4>(y')), where Zy(x, t; n, x) is the fundamental solution for Lyu = 0 and Hy(x, t;n,X)= y£jaij(y)ni(x)j^-(x, t;n,X), (eryo))->o.
By the above discussion, we see that m order to prove Theorem 2.4.1, it is natural to first investigate properties of G. We would let Gy(x, t ; n, t) be the Green's function for the equation Vu = y¡Laü{yjdx.dXM> r) -fy(*' 0 = ° in 9Z)' x (-°°. oo) and Zy(x, f,n,X) 1 l7T(i -X))"'2 P 1 4(Í-T) J (detiz^'(y))'/2 (4; be its fundamental solution throughout this section where (a,;(x)) is as defined on page 624 and (a'J) = (a¡j)~x . We will also assume without loss of generality that dD' is smooth throughout this section. Since the adjoint equation for V is
/3^-(^r) + -(z,r) = 0, maximum principle holds for solutions of Ly and Z/* . Therefore Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 remains valid for Gy . For the sake of completeness, we state them here again.
Lemma 2.4.2. For -T < x < t < T, T > 0, we have
G>(x,¿;z,t)< " _w?exp(-C' t J ) , x,zeF>', Gy(s,f; z,t)<C" ."^"exp -C1 # J ), x,z£D',
where d/dNx is the derivative in the direction of the normal to dD' at the point x £ dD', ô(x) = dist(x, dD'), and C is a constant independent of x, z, t, x.
Corollary 2.4.3. The following is true:
(ii) \VxGy(x, t; z, x)\ < C(¿_¿ff+2/2exp (-C^¿) for all -T <x < t <T (for any fixed T > 0), x, z £ D', and C is a constant independent of y and depending only on T > 0.
The following lemma comes from [LSU, Theorem 16.3] .
Lemma 2.4.4. The Green's function Gy(x, t; z, t) for
satisfies the following inequalities:
(ii) (, _ r)n+2r+s/2 ~~* ^ t_r \drtdsxGy(x,t;z,x)-drt,dsxGy(x,t';z,x)\ < C(t -r")3/2-r-*/2(i/ _ T)-(«+3)/2 gxp Ht£) w/We 2r + 5 = 1,2 anti x < t' < t, and \d{dsxGy(x,t;z,x)-d[djGy (x, t;z,x) (iii) scJii5LeXp(-cK'-'2 (, -T)n+3/2 ~* y -,_T where 2r + s = 2 and x is that one of the points x, x' which is closest to y, C is a positive constant independent of y.
The following lemma comes from [F, Chapter 1, Lemma 3].
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2.4.5. If -co < a < n/2 + 1, -co < ß < n/2 + 1, then jT/,<'-i>M-öK'>M-%^)''<1 w/zere* P(a, è) = r(a)r(è)/r(a + è), T ¿s í/ze gamma function.
Lemma 2.4.6. //" C7(x , t ; y, x) is the Green's function for Lu = diy(a¡j(x')Vu)-dtu = 0 in D' x (-co, oo), (x', x'") £ D'. Then the following integral identity holds:
G(x, t; y, x) = Gy(x, t; y, x) + E(x,t;y,x), E(x,t;y,x)= dX G"(x, t; n, X)<S>(n, X;y, x)dn Jz Jd1
with í> being determined from the integral identity <D(x, t;y,x) = LGy(x, t;y,x) + dX LG"(x, t;n, X)<J>(n, X; y, x)dn.
Jx Jd1
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the construction of the fundamental solution of Lu -0 given in [F, Chapter 1] except that we use Lemma 2.4.4 to control Gy and replace Theorem 1 of Chapter 1 of [F] by the following lemma. We omit the details of its proof.
Lemma 2.4.7. Let f(y, x) be a continuous bounded function in D' x (To, Tx). Then J(x, t,x) = JD,Gy(x, t;y, x)f(y, x)dy is a continuous function in (x,t,x), x £ D', To < x < t < Tx and limT_( J(x, t, x) = f(x, t). |F(x, t;z,x)\
./or 5ome constants Ca, C > 0, Ca, C both independent of y £ dD', -1 < x < t<\, x, z£dD', 0 < a < 1 .
Proof. We first note that
LGy(x,t; z,x) = 0 and Gy(x, t; z, x)\z€dD, =0 Proof of (ii). The proof of (ii) of Lemma 2.4.9 will be similar to the proof of (ii) of Lemma 1.4. We first note that since dD' is smooth, dD' satisfies the exterior sphere condition, i.e. there exists a positive constant h > 0 such that for each x £dD', V0 < r < A , there exists x0 G D'c such that 73 (x0, r)C\D~i = {x}. Case 3. S(z) < h and S(z) < (t -x)x<2/4 < h . We fix z* 6 dD' with \z -z*| = S(z) and set R = (t -t)'/2/4. Since <973' satisfies the exterior sphere condition, there exists z0 £ dD'c such that B(z0, R)nD' = {z*} . We may also assume zz* c D'. Consider the cylinder Or = Dr x (x, x + (2R)2), DR = B(zo, 2R)\B(zo,R). \F(x, t ; z, t)| < C {{f \X~ny}2/2 + {t _ l)n+ll2 } exp (~C^f ) Ur(z , x)
Case 4. ô(z) < h and S(z) < h <4h < (t -x)1'2.
Proof of Case 4 is similar to Case 3. We omit the details.
Lemma 2.4.10. With the same notation as 2.4.6, the function <P(x, t ; y, x) satisfies the inequality mx,t;y, x)\ < CQ(?_¿(T^!a/2exp(-C^-^) , 0<a<l,
where Ca is a constant independent of x, y £ D' and t, x, -1 < x < t < 1.
Proof. Since <P satisfies the integral identity, <D(x, t;y, x) = LGy(x, t;y,x)
LGn(x,t;n,X)Q>(n,X;y,x)dn.
Jx JdD'
Therefore <P(x, t;y, x) = Y^=\(LGy)v(x, t;y, x) where (LGy)x(x, t;y, x) = LGy(x, t; y, x) and (LGy)"+x(x,t;y,x)= dX LG"(x, t;n, X)(LGy)v(n, X; y, x)dn
for all v = 1, 2, .... By Lemma 2.4.9,
Also from the proof of Lemma 2.4.9, \LG"(x, t;n,X)\< C,JX~^Uexp (-C1* Also by the result of [LSU, p. 411] , /t' dX JdD, \wy(n, X; y, x)\da(n) < C < oo for some constant C independent of y .
Lemma 2.4.14. Use the same notation as Lemma 2.4.6. For any 0 < 2e < r0 (ro as in the beginning of subsection 2. If xi = ßta , then the second term always goes to 0 as t -0 while the first term will converge to 0 if a > 3/2, oo if a < 3/2, ß/\f4n if a = 3/2 . Hence u(x,t)-+0 as t -0 if a > 3/2 and x, = ßta, |x2 -x2°| < Ci3/2, -oo as t -0 if a < 3/2 and x, = ßf , |x2 -x\\ < Cti/2, P= as / -0 if a = 3/2 and X! = ßta, \x2 -x?| < C/3/2. 4n
I Jo
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore the index 3/2 on / in the definition of the space-time cone is essentially sharp.
